I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the widespread use of video hosting services such as YouTube, 1 more and more users are retrieving desired Web videos that include topics in which they are interested [1] , [2] . Usually, users input queries into search engines and then Web videos associated with the input queries are returned as ranked lists to users. Remarkable progress has been made recently in semantic understanding including object recognition and event detection [3] - [6] ; however, it is still difficult to obtain desired Web videos if users cannot input suitable queries [7] , [8] .
To overcome this difficulty, retrieval methods that provide Web video groups with similar topics have been 1 https://www.youtube.com/ proposed [9] - [12] . It has been reported that methods for hierarchically providing Web video groups at multiple abstraction levels are especially useful for easy access to desired Web videos since users can obtain an overview of retrieval results [13] - [19] . These methods enable accurate retrieval by analysis of multimodal features, e.g., visual and textual features and features of metadata attached to contents through statistical schemes such as canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [20] and hierarchical latent Dirichlet allocation (hLDA) [21] .
Sentiment analysis for multimedia contents such as images, audio and videos has attracted much attention recently [22] - [27] . Multimedia contents are tools for social media users to convey their sentiment, emotion and opinions [24] ; conversely, the sentiment has an influence on topics of multimedia contents. For example, we assume two users who support and oppose the government policy. The user who supports the policy is likely to upload contents with positive sentiment (e.g. a support speech). On the other hand, the user who opposes the policy is likely to upload contents with negative sentiment (e.g. a negative campaign). Thus, their uploaded contents will have topics that are different. In this way, since topics of multimedia contents are determined by sentiment features as well as multimodal features, performance of applications such as retrieval and recommendation will be improved if the sentiment in contents can be estimated. Although fundamental studies to predict sentiment in multimedia contents have been carried out [22] - [27] , there have been few works that were carried out to realize such applications by utilizing sentiment analysis.
In this paper, we present a novel method to extract the hierarchical structure of Web video groups based on sentimentaware signed network analysis. The proposed method enables users to obtain an overview of many Web videos and retrieve the desired ones through the hierarchical structure even if users cannot input suitable queries. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first work on collaborative use of sentiment and multimodal features in order to realize Web video grouping for accurate retrieval. The technical contributions of this paper are the proposal of a novel data structure, i.e., a weighted signed network that can consider positive/negative sentiment in Web videos as well as multimodal features and the development of a new algorithm to analyze the network. Although a signed network has been used for human interaction analysis [28] - [30] , our work is the first work in which a signed network was introduced into multimedia content analysis (particularly Web video analysis).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an overview of the proposed method is presented. In Section III, a method for constructing a weighted signed network with consideration of sentiment and multimodal features of Web videos is explained. In Section IV, a new algorithm to extract the hierarchical structure through the signed network is presented. In Section V, results of experiments for a new benchmark dataset, YouTube-8M [31] , are presented to validate the contributions of this paper, i.e., (1) the first attempt to utilize sentiment analysis for Web video grouping and (2) a novel algorithm for analyzing a weighted signed network derived from sentiment and multimodal features. Conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present an overview of the proposed method for extracting the hierarchical structure of Web video groups based on sentiment-aware signed network analysis (see Fig. 1 ).
First, we construct a weighted signed network whose nodes and edges are Web videos and latent links, respectively (see Section III). The proposed method judges whether Web videos have positive or negative sentiment by applying a state-of-the-art scheme, VADER [27] , to titles and description. Since VADER is suitable for social media microbloglike contexts, we adopt VADER. From this result and content similarities obtained by selecting the statistically most sim-ilar features from visual and textual features via empirical distribution functions [32] , a weighted signed network can be constructed. In this network, Web videos with similar and opposite sentiments are linked by positive and negative edges, respectively, and edge weights represent content similarities. Since the signed network is useful for separating Web videos with opposite sentiments, i.e., different topics, we introduce the signed network into the proposed method.
Moreover, we propose an algorithm to analyze the obtained network for extracting the hierarchical structure of Web video groups (see Section IV). Specifically, an algorithm for optimizing a modularity [33] -based measure, which can adaptively adjust the balance between positive and negative edges, was newly developed. Since our network can distinguish sentiment as well as multimodal features in Web videos unlike conventional methods, successful extraction of the hierarchical structure becomes feasible. By providing the hierarchical structure, users can obtain an overview of many Web videos and it becomes feasible to successfully retrieve the desired Web videos.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF A WEIGHTED SIGNED NETWORK
In this section, a method to construct a weighted signed network by estimating latent links between Web videos is explained. We denote Web videos by f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ; N being the number of Web videos). Also, we represent a weighted signed network as 
, which is constructed as follows.
First, we apply a sentiment analysis method called VADER [27] to titles and description of each Web video. Thus, valence scores c(i) (−1 ≤ c(i) ≤ 1) for the texts of f i can be obtained, that is, we can understand the degree of positiveness/negativeness of topics of Web videos. We define a sign of an edge between f i and f j as positive if c(i) · c(j) ≥ 0 and negative otherwise. The paper [24] shows that multimedia contents are tools for social media users to convey their sentiment, emotion and opinions; conversely, the sentiment has an influence on topics of multimedia contents. Therefore, by utilizing the obtained signs, the performance of Web video grouping for retrieval will be improved from conventional schemes without consideration of sentiment.
Since topics of Web videos are determined by both sentiment and multimodal features, we then calculate edge weights through multimodal features. To group Web videos with similar topics, we should judge what features are particularly similar to each other. For example, if Web videos of the same person with different viewpoints are given, we can find topics of these videos that are the same by focusing not on visual features but on textual features. Thus, we adopt the similarity calculation scheme [15] based on this intuition and estimate similarities by selecting particularly similar features in a statistical way. First, we denote features of video contents by v m i (m = 1, · · · , J ; m representing modalities and J being the number of modalities). In the experiment shown later, we adopt convolutional neural network (CNN) features at the video level [31] and Doc2Vec features [34] calculated from titles and description of each Web video. We calculate distances between the feature vectors for each modality and denote them by [32] :
Similarities s ij and distances d ij between f i and f j are defined as follows:
where
These equations enable comparison between different kinds of features since we equalize occurrence probability of similarities in a constant interval of the similarity-axis. Thus, selection of the statistically most similar and dissimilar features becomes feasible to adaptively define the similarities and distances. Furthermore, we employ multiple metadata. The papers [35] , [36] showed that similar Web videos can be associated with each other by using ''related videos,'' ''uploaders'' and ''tags''. According to those reports, we use information of ''related videos,'' ''uploaders'' and ''tags'' simultaneously to estimate latent links. We consider f i and f j are linked to each other if ''related videos'' of f i include f j or vice versa, ''uploaders'' of f i and f j are the same, or the same tags are attached to f i and f j . If f i and f j are linked to each other, edge weights w ij between f i and f j are defined as follows.
If f i and f j are not linked to each other, their latent link is not built. In this way, we design weights so that Web videos with similar sentiment and contents are connected by positive edges and those with dissimilar sentiment and contents are linked by negative edges.
One of the contributions of this paper is construction of this sentiment-aware signed network, which will be useful for Web video grouping for retrieval since sentiment has an influence on topics of Web videos. It should be noted that this work is the first work in which a signed network was introduced into multimedia content analysis (particularly Web video analysis), though a signed network has been used for human interaction analysis [28] - [30] . The other contribution is the proposal of a novel algorithm for analyzing the obtained network, which is explained in the next section.
IV. EXTRACTION OF THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF WEB VIDEO GROUPS
In this section, we present a new algorithm for extracting the hierarchical structure through the signed network. The paper [37] presented an idea for detecting community structure in the signed network by a modularity-based measure, which can adjust the balance between positive and negative edges. Although detailed explanation and experimental results were not presented, that paper claimed that the use of a combination of a well-known scheme [38] and the modularity-based measure would be useful. The scheme [38] enables fast and accurate community detection; therefore, the above combination is useful for our purpose since Web video analysis needs both adequate scalability and accuracy. For this reason, we developed a new algorithm based on the scheme [38] and the modularity-based measure [37] . Note that we enhanced the algorithm presented in the paper [37] by introducing edge weights obtained via latent features. Our new algorithm is described in detail below.
A. INTRODUCTION OF A MODULARITY-BASED MEASURE
First, we explain a modularity-based measure used as an optimization measure for extracting the hierarchical structure. Modularity for a signed network was first proposed in a paper [39] to evaluate the quality of detecting communities. Maximizing the modularity results in good community detection results, in other words, we can obtain the structure in which positive edges are dense within the same Web video groups and the different Web video groups are connected by negative edges. The paper [37] improves the original modularity by adding a parameter for adjusting the balance between positive and negative edges. In the proposed method, according to the paper [37] , we adopt an improved measure defined as follows.
Here,
In the above equations, δ(c i , c j ) is equal to 1 if f i and f j belong to the same Web video group and is 0 otherwise. Also, α (0 < α < 1) is a parameter for adjusting the balance between positive and negative edges. If α is set to a large value, negative edges within the same Web video groups tend to be accepted since the positive edges are highly regarded. If α is set to a small value, on the other hand, positive edges between the different Web video groups tend to be accepted since negative edges are highly regarded.
B. OPTIMIZATION OF A MODULARITY-BASED MEASURE
Next, we present a new algorithm to extract the hierarchical structure that was developed by improving the scheme [38] via the signed network. The hierarchical structure of Web video groups can be extracted by maximizing Q defined in Eq. (6). Let us denote the network used in this subsection by G = (V, E). For the initialization, we assign each Web video f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) to each node v ∈ V, and each edge between nodes, e ij ∈ E, is defined by the obtained links w ij . Also, e + ij , e − ij , e + and e − are respectively defined in the same manner as Eq. (9). The maximization consists of the following two phases.
Phase 1 (Local Maximization of the Modularity-Based Measure): We assign each node of the network G to each Web video group. For each target node, we evaluate the gain of the proposed measure Q when the node is assigned to a Web video group including its neighborhood node. Then the target node is re-assigned to a Web video group for which the positive gain is maximum. Here, the gain Q when the node v i ∈ V is set to a Web video group including the neighborhood node v j ∈ V can be computed as follows.
Here, Q + represents the gain corresponding to the positive edges, which is defined by the following equation.
where k ∈ c i denotes a node contained in a Web video group c i . Moreover, we can derive Q − in the same manner. For more details of the derivation, refer to Appendix. The local maximization of the gain Q is applied to all nodes iteratively and sequentially until no more improvement of the modularity can be obtained.
Phase 2: Update of a new network
We construct a new network whose nodes are the Web video groups obtained in the first phase. There are two types of edges between pairs of nodes: positive and negative edges whose weights are the sum of positive and negative weights in the original network, respectively. Also, each new node has positive and negative self-loops derived from the positive and negative weights of the corresponding original nodes in the first phase, respectively. Thus, we can obtain a new network G = (V, E) with the updated values of e ij , e + ij , e − ij , e + and e − . In this paper, a pair of the first and second phases is represented as ''a pass'' and this iteration number is denoted by q (= 1, 2, · · · , Q h ; Q h being the number of all passes). Furthermore, the passes (the first phase for detecting Web video groups from the network and the second phase for building the new network) are iterated until no more improvement of Q can be obtained.
As a consequence of obtaining Web video groups with different levels of resolution by the iteration of passes, it becomes feasible to extract the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. The number of new nodes recursively decreases in the second phase according to the increase of q; thus, efficient extraction becomes feasible even when a large number of Web videos are targeted. In this paper, we denote the obtained Web video groups by Grp q n q (n q = 1, 2, · · · , D q ; D q being the number of Web video groups where the iteration count is q). Finally, we note that the novelty of our method can be found in the point that we enable application of the derived algorithm based on the measure in Eq. (6) to Web video analysis through the sentiment-aware signed network (see Eq. (5)). By newly considering the sentiment as well as multimodal features, the hierarchical structure can be successfully extracted since the sentiment has an influence on topics of Web videos.
C. WEB VIDEO RETRIEVAL USING THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE
A Web video retrieval method using the hierarchical structure is explained. First, we rank each Web video f i (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }) that belong to the Web video group Grp q n q in descending order of the following measure. Fig. 1 IV-C) . Hence, the proposed method enables users to easily obtain an overview of many Web videos via the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. Consequently, users can retrieve the desired Web videos even if they cannot input suitable queries corresponding to the desired Web videos.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Section V-A, experimental settings are described. In Section V-B, quantitative evaluations are performed by comparing clustering results for retrieval, which were obtained by our method and recently published reference methods. In Section V-C, we show several visualization results to qualitatively discuss the effectiveness of the proposed method.
A. SETTINGS
In the experiment, we used a newly published public dataset, YouTube-8M [31] , containing YouTube videos. Multiple labels called ''entities'' are annotated to each Web video for the ground truth for tasks such as clustering and classification [31] . To construct datasets for the experiments, we collected Web videos with specific entities, which were selected as queries. 2 Note that it is not suitable to use frequent entities attached to almost all Web videos for performing accurate clustering evaluation. In particular, a query entity or entities that are high level concepts of the query entity are attached to almost all Web videos and those entities should be removed to accurately evaluate the clustering results. In this experiment, we defined entities attached to more than 50% of the Web videos in each dataset as frequent entities. We removed Web videos that had only those entities and constructed datasets shown in Table 1 .
As described in Section III, we employed three kinds of features. First, we adopted CNN features at the video level, which were available on YouTube-8M [31] . In a work [31] , the features were computed on the basis of a state-of-theart deep model, i.e., Inception network 3 trained on ImageNet [40] , [41] . Second, we adopted Doc2Vec features [34] calculated from titles and description of each Web video. The feature representation is given by dense vectors, and good discriminative power was reported [34] . In this experiment, we lemmatized each word and removed stop words by using Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [42] . Third, we employed sentiment features obtained by applying VADER [27] to titles and description. In addition to these features, metadata ''related videos,'' ''uploaders'' and ''tags'' were utilized to build links defined in Eq. (5). Here, we removed tags for which document frequencies were less than five and more than 90 percentile to remove noisy tags.
B. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATIONS
The effectiveness of our method was quantitatively verified by evaluating clustering results for retrieval. Since a contribution of this paper is the proposal of a novel network analysis algorithm with sentiment and multimodal features, we compare our method with recently presented network analysis methods. Concretely, we denote the proposed method by (P) TABLE 1. Datasets constructed by using YouTube-8M [31] . ''Query entity'' denotes the entity used to collect Web videos. Web videos that had only entities shown in ''Excluded entities'' were removed from each dataset for accurately evaluating clustering results. Values in parentheses are percentages of Web videos with ''Excluded entities'' to all Web videos in each dataset before removing such Web videos. ''Num. of Web videos'' shows the number of remaining Web videos after removing Web videos that had only ''Excluded entities. '' and compare (P) with the following network analysis algorithms, (R1), (R2) and (R3).
(R1): This is a method that replaces α for calculating Q in Eq. (6) with w + /(w + + w − ). Since this is a weight presented in the paper [39] in which modularity for a signed network was first proposed, we adopt this method as a baseline to verify the effectiveness of the proposed measure Q in Eq. (6). (R2): This is a method based on the recently published paper [15] that extracts the hierarchical structure of Web video groups through unsigned network analysis. Although this method uses CNN and Doc2Vec features and metadata as in (P), sentiment features obtained by VADER are not utilized. Since this method cannot handle negative edge weights, w ij in Eq. (5) has to be replaced with w ij = s ij
This is a method based on a flat community detection scheme that has recently been presented [43] . This method uses both video features and metadata as in (P); however, the hierarchical structure is not provided. We calculate w ij in Eq. (5) as in (R2) since this method cannot handle negative edges. To evaluate the accuracy of extracting the hierarchical structure for Web video retrieval, we employed the following average precision.
where k is the number of Web videos provided as the retrieval results, R k is the number of ''relevant Web videos'' within k Figure 2 shows the detailed results. In this figure, we also show simulation results to verify the robustness to noisy edges in addition to the results for real data. Specifically, for each network, we randomly selected N n (∈ {0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.01})% node pairs from ones without edges and constructed edges with weights. Note that for (P), we varied α around the weight originally presented in the paper [39] , i.e., w + /(w + + w − ), to define the optimal parameter. Concretely, we varied α from w + /(w + + w − ) − 0.2 to w + /(w + + w − ) + 0.2 by a constant interval of 0.05, and then we adopted α when the average precision for the hierarchies was maximum. From (P) and (R1) in Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the introduction of α into Q in Eq. (6) worked well for obtaining the suitable hierarchical structure. When comparing (P) with (R2), the hypothesis that sentiment in multimedia contents has an influence on their topics can be quantitatively proven. Even if irrelevant Web videos are linked by noisy edges, our method can group only Web videos with positive edges, i.e., Web videos with the same valence, and separate Web videos with negative edges, i.e., Web videos with the opposite valance; thus, better results can be obtained. From (P) and (R3), we can confirm the effectiveness of using the hierarchical structure rather 4 than the flat cluster structure. Since the desired abstraction levels of topics are different depending on each user, this performance improvement is significant for satisfying users' needs. Finally, it is notable that the robustness to noisy edges VOLUME 5, 2017 can be improved by our newly introducing sentiment-aware signed network (see the results for larger N n ).
C. DISCUSSION
Several visualization results are shown to qualitatively verify the effectiveness of our method. Results for (P) and (R2) where N n = 0.01 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively, to further discuss the robustness to noisy edges. To improve the visibility, we highlighted edges between nodes with positive/positive valence, negative/negative valence and positive/negative valence in red, blue and yellow, respectively. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that users can obtain an overview of many Web videos through the hierarchical structure to retrieve the desired Web videos. It is notable that our method can successfully separate Web video groups with positive valence (see Fig. 3 (d) ) and those with negative valence (see Fig. 3 (e) ). Indeed, the Web video group shown in Fig. 3 (d) contained topics such as ''marriage of influential people in India'' and ''cricket world cup opening ceremony;'' whereas the group depicted in Fig. 3 (e) included topics such as ''child abuse'' and ''murder case.'' Since there coexisted red, blue and yellow edges in the Web video group shown in Fig. 4 , we can see that (R2) cannot distinguish Web videos with positive/negative valence. Therefore, (R2) cannot successfully extract the hierarchical structure (see Fig. 4 (a) ) and caused performance degradation as shown in Fig. 2 . Hence, these visualization results can confirm that signed edges derived from sentiment analysis are useful for separating Web videos with different topics even if noisy edges exist. As a consequence of the above experiments, we can confirm that the proposed method in which the sentimentaware signed network is newly adopted enables more accurate extraction of the hierarchical structure for Web video retrieval.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel method for extracting the hierarchical structure of Web video groups based on sentiment-aware signed network analysis has been presented to realize Web video retrieval. The contributions of this paper are two-fold: (1) the first attempt to utilize sentiment analysis for Web video grouping and (2) the derivation of a novel algorithm for analyzing a weighted signed network derived from sentiment and multimodal features. Since our method can separate Web videos with different topics by signed edges, our method can successfully extract the hierarchical structure in order to retrieve the desired Web videos even if noisy edges exist. Results of experiments using a new benchmark dataset, YouTube-8M, have proven the hypothesis that sentiment in multimedia contents has an influence on their topics and have confirmed the improvement in performance by extracting the hierarchical structure for Web video retrieval.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we describe the details of derivation of Q + in Eq. (11) . From Eq. (7), we can rewrite Q + as follows. 
If we focus on the first and second terms in parentheses in Eq. (14), then we can obviously derive the gain of Q + , i.e., Q + , when a node v i is assigned to a Web video group including the neighborhood node v j . Furthermore, we can easily obtain Q − in the same manner.
